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Imagine the Unimaginable with 
Barcelona Windows

Unparalleled impact protection. Cost-saving thermal 

effi ciency. Exquisite beauty. Unmatchable comfort. 

Intruder-resistant security. Long-lasting durability. 

Lifetime protection. When investing in your home, 

you want all of this and more—and Barcelona Impact 

Windows can provide this plethora of benefi ts and 

truly transform your ordinary home into an 

extraordinary home. 

Barcelona Impact Windows provide the best, most 

dependable storm protection available for your home. 

These windows will effectively protect your home 

against debris from strong windows, storms, and 

other forms of violent weather year round. Heavy-

duty Barcelona Windows provide continuous hurricane 

protection because they require no preparation as 

violent weather approaches. Just close and lock them. 

And—unlike shutters or boarded-up windows—they 

allow natural daylight in, making it easier and safer for 

you to function during power outages.

With Barcelona Windows, you don’t have to sacrifi ce 

beauty to achieve top-notch impact protection. You 

can improve your home’s curb appeal with large, 

panoramic windows in stunningly beautiful shapes. 

Catch the eye of everyone in your neighborhood with 

new windows in any size, shape, color or operating 

style. Possibilities abound, and whatever your dream 

for your home, Barcelona Windows can help you 

achieve it! 

Barcelona windows are specially designed to meet the 

needs of contemporary homeowners. They provide 

the absolute best thermal performance to help curb 

your home energy costs. They provide outstanding 

protection against intrusion, making your home safer 

and more secure. They block damaging UV rays to 

keep your carpet and furnishings looking bright and 

new. Most importantly, they’re manufactured using 

cutting-edge technology and utilizing the fi nest 

materials and components available, so they’ll last 

for decades.
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Barcelona Windows —Protection, Quality, 
Luxury, Distinction, Comfort, Security & More
Energy Savings & Comfort
When you think about creating a snug and comfy home, your 
windows should play a key role. You want well-made, energy-
effi cient replacement windows. Products that will keep out 
cool drafts or scorching summer heat—reducing the time your 
heating and air conditioning units run. Windows that will create 
the comfortable haven you desire for your home.

Barcelona windows are some of best, most energy-effi cient 
windows on the market—ideal for saving energy dollars, 
safeguarding the environment and reducing your carbon 
footprint. Multi-chambered frames made of the very best vinyl, 
advanced weather stripping, Soft-Lite’s unique Dura-Sill design, 
and ENERGY STAR® certifi ed impact glass…it all adds up to a 
window that offers truly exceptional energy effi ciency.

Safety & Security
Do you feel at risk for potential burglaries or home invasions? 
Barcelona impact windows are the key to safeguarding your 
family—and your home—against possible threats. 

Your home should be your 
sanctuary; a place where 
you don’t have to worry 
about the security of your 
family and possessions. 
Barcelona windows can give 
you that peace of mind. 
Super-tough frames, heavy-
duty locks and impact-
resistant laminated glass 
—a combination that leads 

to unsurpassed security that will fortify your home’s most 
vulnerable entry points and help defend your home against 
intruders.

Style & Simplicity
Another important consideration when buying windows and 
doors is a fresh, clean and beautiful appearance that you 
can admire—without spending hours on maintenance. With 
Barcelona windows, you get the best of both worlds.

You can choose many window styles—from breeze-catching 
casements to gracefully designed double or single hungs. 
In addition to the stunning beauty they provide, Barcelona 
windows are signifi cantly easier to keep clean and bright. 
Cleaning some windows can be exceptionally diffi cult—but 
Barcelona windows will save you time and aggravation because 
they allow you to access the outside of the glass for easy 
cleaning. The special-formula vinyl Soft-Lite uses practically 
cleans itself—and our windows require little or no maintenance.

National Crime Prevention Council

ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year

Soft-Lite is the exclusive window sponsor 
of the National Crime Prevention Council. 
The company works with NCPC to educate 
consumers about home crime prevention 
strategies, particularly around window and 
door security.

Soft-Lite Windows was 
recognized by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) as a winner of 

the prestigious 2014 & 2015 ENERGY STAR Partner of 
the Year Award and 2016 & 2017 Sustained Excellence 
Award for its outstanding contribution to reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions by manufacturing energy-
effi cient products and educating consumers about 
energy effi ciency.



Barcelona impact windows have been specially engineered to 
protect your home and loved ones from violent weather year round. 
Barcelona windows are offered with two different levels of protection. 

Barcelona “Impact Level D” windows can be installed practically 
anywhere, even right on the coastline. They passed ASTM Large 
Missile Impact Level D tests, and have also achieved “HVHZ” 
certification, which means they are tested and approved for high-
velocity hurricane zones. They carry a DP 50 rating or better 
in accordance with the American Architectural Manufacturers 
Association’s 101 standard for air, water and structural wind load 
testing.

Our “Impact Level C” windows are ideal for non-coastal areas that 
are prone to violent weather and require windows that keep out wind 
and water. In addition to easily passing ASTM Large Missile Impact 
Level C Tests, these windows also carry a minimum DP 50 rating.

All Barcelona Impact Windows undergo rigorous testing and easily 
passed:

ASTM 1886/1996 Large Missile Impact tests

ASTM E330 Wind Load Tests

ASTM E331 Water Penetration Tests

TAS 201, 202 and 203 Tests

All Barcelona Windows also incorporate high-performance laminated 
glass – with three panes of glass and a protective interlayer. 
This unique glass is so strong it can withstand repeated blows by 
hammers, crowbars and baseball bats before it can be penetrated. 
Even when shattered, the glass is virtually impenetrable—making it 
an excellent barrier against airborne debris and other dangers from 
violent weather.

Seaward of Intracoastal Canal
130 mph 3-second gust design wind speed

Inland (I) of Intracoastal Canal
120 mph 3- second gust design wind speed

Inland (II) of Intracoastal Canal
110 mph 3- second gust design wind speed

Adopted Wind Speeds
Texas-Designated Catastrophe Areas

Barcelona windows are offered with two different levels of protection. 

are prone to violent weather and require windows that keep out wind 

High Velocity Hurricane Zone (HVHZ)*

Designated areas where the basic wind speed is 140 mph 
or greater.

Florida Wind-borne Debris Regions

130 mph and within 1 mile of the coast

Barcelona Windows—The Absolute Best for Violent 
Weather Protection

glass – with three panes of glass and a protective interlayer. 
This unique glass is so strong it can withstand repeated blows by 
hammers, crowbars and baseball bats before it can be penetrated. 
Even when shattered, the glass is virtually impenetrable—making it 
an excellent barrier against airborne debris and other dangers from 
violent weather.

hammers, crowbars and baseball bats before it can be penetrated. 
Even when shattered, the glass is virtually impenetrable—making it 
an excellent barrier against airborne debris and other dangers from 
violent weather.
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Barcelona Double-Hung Windows

Barcelona double-hung windows are some of the best, most secure and energy-effi cient 

windows on the market—ideal for impact protection, saving energy dollars, safeguarding 

the environment and reducing your carbon footprint. Multi-chambered, foam-fi lled 

frames made of the very best vinyl, custom crafting with perfect welds and very tight 

tolerances, the most advanced glass technology…it all adds up to a window that offers 

truly superlative hurricane protection, energy effi ciency and much, much more.

Barcelona windows stand apart from all the rest—as the window made for your home. In 

addition to their unbeatable impact protection and excellent energy-effi cient properties, 

they offer countless other benefi ts—such as intruder-resistant security, long-lasting 

durability, stunning beauty and practically no maintenance.

Also of importance—Barcelona windows can be designed to refl ect your personal 

tastes and preferences. Modern and contemporary. Classic and traditional. Elegant and 

luxurious. Stunningly original. No matter what style you prefer, Barcelona windows can 

help you achieve it for your home. Get precisely the look you want with a wide assortment 

of options, including various exterior colors, between-the-glass grids or specialty shapes.
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Barcelona Single-Hung Windows

Single-hung windows, which incorporate two sashes, one fi xed and one that slides up 

and down, are a beautiful, more practical choice for many coastal homes. Barcelona 

single-hung windows are ideal for homeowners who prefer this operating style, because 

they will enhance the beauty of any home—yet are built to provide decades of impact 

protection, thermal effi ciency, security, durability, and easy operation, like all Soft-Lite 

products.

Barcelona single-hung windows offer you a wide array of features, benefi ts and 

options. They feature the same tough, heavy-duty frames as our double-hung window. 

They include a tilt-in bottom sash for easy cleaning. They can be designed using the 

geometric shape of your choice to give your home a more one-of-a-kind look and feel.

If you want the style and appearance of a double-hung window—but don’t want the top 

sash to operate—Barcelona single-hung windows will fi t right into your home
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Barcelona Sliding Windows

Think of the sliding window as a double-hung turned on its side! It combines all the 

features of a double-hung (without the need for balances). Barcelona sliding windows 

are beautifully designed to provide an unobstructed view, yet built tough for decades of 

weather protection and smooth operation.

Sliding windows are an ideal style if you’re looking for a wider window that offers 

a more panoramic view of the outdoors. You can choose from several window 

confi gurations—so you get precisely the look and feel you want to achieve for your 

home. 

All Barcelona sliding windows roll easily and dependably on corrosion-resistant brass 

rollers. For ease of cleaning, the operating sashes lift out. 

If you want to create a room with a spectacular view—a vast “window to the 

outdoors”—Barcelona sliding windows may be the perfect choice for your home.

1010
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The Best Protection Against Violent Weather
Poorly designed windows don’t have the built-in airlocks, weather stripping, 
and barriers necessary to keep air from forcing its way in, particularly during 
violent storms. Without these design features, air will push between the sash 
meeting rails and around the sash perimeter where it meets the frame and 
sill.

We know how uncomfortable a home with leaky window will be. So we 
loaded the Barcelona window with weather barriers that go far beyond the 
industry standard and other manufacturers’ impact window designs.

Points of Air Infi ltration

Sash Meeting Rail

Sash 
Perimeter

Sill 7.5 gallons 
of air per minute

GALLONS

0.075 gallons 0.075 gallons 
of air per minute.01 CFM.01 CFM

of air leakage per minute

1 CFM
of air leakage per minute

CFM
(Cubic Foot per Minute)

.30 CFM
of air leakage per minute

INDUSTRY 

STANDARD*

.23 CFM
of air leakage per minute

Industry Average Range

from 0.12CFM to 0.30CFM**

Traditional Wood Residential 

Double-Hung Windows 

(Pella/Marvin/

Jeld-Wen/Andersen)

.15 CFM
of air leakage per minute

Industry Average Range

from 0.11CFM to 0.21CFM**

Traditional Vinyl Residential 

High-Performance 

Double-Hung Windows 

(Alside/Simonton/Champion)

WINDOWS

23 times more air tightElements windows are 23 times more air tight 
than traditional wood residential double-hung windows.

*INDUSTRY STANDARD: AAMA (American Architectural Manufacturers Association) has set 
the Industry Standard for Maximum Allowable Air Infi ltration at 0.30 CFM (Cubic feet per minute) 
during a 25 mph wind. This is equal to 2.25 gallons or 24 soda cans of air leaking through the 
window every minute!

12oz SODA CANS

80 soda cans of air per minute

(960 oz/min)

2.25 gallons 
of air per minute

24 soda cans of air per minute

(288 oz/min)

1.725 gallons 
of air per minute

18.4 soda cans of air per minute

(220.8 oz/min)

1.125 gallons 
of air per minute

12 soda cans of air per minute

(144 oz/min)

0.8 soda cans 0.8 soda cans of air per minute
(9.6oz/min)

-

**References valid as of October 1, 2010 based on our competitor’s 
websites and independent testing

NAMI Gold Label Certifi ed—for Structural Integrity Like No Other

D Level NAMI Ratings

C Level NAMI Ratings

C Level NAMI Gold Label

D Level NAMI Gold Label

The National Accreditation & Management Institute is a 
nationally recognized accrediting source for the structural 
design performance of windows and doors. NAMI’s 
Structural Certifi cation Program is accredited by the 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the 
International Accreditation Service (IAS). The program is 
also recognized by the state of 
Florida. If you demand windows 
and doors that meet stringent 
performance standards, just 
look for the NAMI certifi cation 
label. Products that have earned 
the right to display this label 
have had a sample unit pass 
independent laboratory tests to ensure they comply with 
the applicable test standards. The NAMI Certifi cation and Inspection Process provides consumers with 
quality assurance that the product that they are purchasing is the same product that was tested by an 
independent laboratory and will perform to the level which the test report refl ects.

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0
Measured air leakage in cubic feet per minute (cfm) at static 25 mph.

NAMI LABEL CERTIFICATION
for AIR PERFORMANCE

NAMI 0.30 
Minimum

Wood Double 
Hung “A”

Wood Double 
Hung “B”

Wood Clad 
Double Hung

SOFT-LITE 
BARCELONA
Double Hung

0.18

0.01

0.20

0.25

0.30

DOUBLE HUNG

Air: 0.01

DH30I Level D: +55 -65

SINGLE SLIDER

Air: 0.02

SSL30I  LEVEL D: +55 -60

SINGLE HUNG

Air: 0.02

SSL30I  LEVEL D: +60 -65

DOUBLE HUNG

Air: 0.01

DH30I Level C: +50 -65

SINGLE SLIDER

Air: 0.02

SSL30I  LEVEL C: +55 -60

SINGLE HUNG

Air: 0.02

SSL30I  LEVEL C: +55 -65
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Barcelona windows are available with two levels of impact protection—Level C and Level D—so you can meet the building codes in your 

area. All Barcelona windows are ENERGY STAR® certifi ed and provide the absolute best thermal performance for your climate region—

which will save you money on your home energy bills and signifi cantly enhance the comfort of your home. 

High-performance, impact-rated glass for storm protection, 
comfort, effi ciency and more.

What is NFRC?What is NFRC?
To qualify for the ENERGY STAR label, windows must be tested by an 

independent laboratory that is approved by the National Fenestration 

Ratings Council (NFRC). The NFRC is a non-profi t organization created 

by the U.S. government to rate window, door and skylight performance. 

The organization’s primary goal is to provide accurate and consistent 

information—“leveling the playing fi eld” when comparing the energy 

performance of fenestration products.

The NFRC has established a voluntary national energy performance rating 

and labeling system for fenestration products. The NFRC rates the following:

U-Factor is a measure of rate of heat loss through a product and shows 

how well a fenestration product insulates.

Solar Heat Gain Coeffi cient is a measure of rate of heat gain that 

passes through a product and shows how well the product blocks heat caused 

by sunlight. Solar heat gain is particularly important during the summer 

season because it reduces the time cooling systems must run.

Visible Transmittance measures the amount of light the product lets 

through. The higher the VT, the more light you see.

Air Leakage is a measure of rate at which air passes through spaces in the 

window. It is measured in cubic feet of air passing through one square foot 

of window area per minute; the lower the AL value, the less air that will be 

transferred through the product.

What is ENERGY STAR?
ENERGY STAR is a dynamic government/industry program 

designed to help individuals and businesses protect the 

environment through superior energy effi ciency. The program 

helps consumers quickly and easily identify energy-effi cient 

products that help save money and protect the environment for 

future generations.

ENERGY STAR certifi ed windows help reduce energy costs, 

increase a home’s comfort, and protect against UV damage. 

These products are also better for the environment—because 

they reduce greenhouse gas emissions—and for the country 

because they reduce America’s dependency on foreign oil. In 

fact, installing ENERGY STAR certifi ed windows and doors shrinks 

energy bills–and carbon footprints–by 7-15 percent compared to 

non-certifi ed products.

ENERGY STAR®
Barcelona windows with high-performance 

glass qualify for the ENERGY STAR 

label—so they’ll help you save money on 

your energy costs, while protecting the 

environment. C Level NAMI Gold Label

D Level NAMI Gold Label
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These impact windows provide fortress-like protection against both storm debris and intrusion. They can be installed practically 

anywhere, even right on the coastline, and have also achieved “HVHZ certifi cation”, which means they are tested and approved for 

high-velocity hurricane zones. 

All Barcelona Impact Level D Windows incorporate a high-performance glass system featuring:

• Exceptionally tough 0.90” laminated polyvinyl butyral interlayer—bonded by intense heat and pressure between two panes of 

glass—provides amazing impact protection because it’s virtually impenetrable. The glass is deeply embedded into the frame, 

offering optimum structural integrity. 

• A highly advanced SolarControl Max low-emissivity coating is applied to the third glass pane. This helps reduce home energy 

costs, as well as provides enhanced UV protection for your carpet and other furnishings.

• Safe, stable argon gas between the glass panes dramatically improves the insulation properties of the glass and lowers home 

energy costs considerably.

• PPG stainless steel Intercept® spacer system is time-proven for long-term seal dependability and reduces energy loss through the 

glass for exceptional thermal performance.

Barcelona “Impact Level D” Windows 

1 32

Certified in All 50 States 

Certified

VINYL DOUBLE HUNG 
BARCELONA

Triple Glazing, Argon Fill, Low-E

0.31 0.19

0.43 49

High-Performance Impact Glass



Paradise Platinum  
Protection Series



Paradise Platinum Protection Series Windows provide 
storm protection, energy efficiency, security and more!

Paradise Platinum Protection Series Windows are the 

ideal choice for your home; they are engineered to protect 

homes against airborne debris from strong storms and 

other forms of violent weather. They 

also provide numerous additional 

benefits such as intruder-resistant 

security, blockage of damaging UV 

rays,  deadened noises and reduced 

home energy costs.

Paradise Platinum Protection Series Impact Windows 

easily pass ASTM Large Missile Impact Level D tests 

and TAS 201, 202 and 203; they also achieve a DP rating 

that is significantly higher than the required DP-50 

rating in accordance with the American Architectural 

Manufacturers Association’s 101 standard for air, water 

and structural wind load testing. These windows have 

also achieved HVHZ certification, which means they are 

tested and approved for high-velocity hurricane zones. 

Paradise Platinum Protection windows can be installed 

practically anywhere, even right on the coastline. 

In addition, these products are one of the 

only impact windows on the market to 

earn an air infiltration rating of just .01. 

These rugged, heavy-duty impact windows provide 

“continuous” hurricane protection because they 

require no preparation as violent weather  approaches. 

Just close and lock them. Unlike shutters or boarded-up 

windows, they allow natural daylight in, making it easier 

and safer for you to function during power outages.

Why Paradise Exteriors, LLC?

Paradise Exteriors, LLC is a well-known, family 

owned and operated impact window and door 

company in South Florida that has over 20 years 

of experience in the window and door industry. 

The company provides top rated, direct products 

to clients in a manner that is both timely and 

cost-efficient.

Paradise Exteriors, LLC is one of the few 

companies that does not process its orders 

until they send someone out to take exact 

measurements, and they only send out qualified, 

factory-trained technicians to install your new 

windows. All workers are fully insured with both 

workers compensation and general liability 

insurance.

In addition to getting precise measurements 

that fit your home, Paradise Exteriors only uses 

top-quality products.

Paradise Exteriors is an accredited business with 

the BBB and is proud of all its excellent reviews 

on Angie’s List, Home Advisors and other well-

known review sites.

Paradise Exteriors believes that its ability to 

deliver consistently exceptional customer 

service is very important to the company’s long-

term success.

We sell windows manufactured by Soft-Lite, a Proud 
Sponsor of the National Crime Prevention Council.





High-Performance Impact Glass for Paradise  
Platinum Protection Series Windows

Paradise Platinum Protection Series windows feature a 

technologically advanced insulating glass system that is designed 

to perform perfectly in Florida’s climate region—so your new 

windows will provide the best thermal performance for your home. 

Our hurricane-rated glass system features three panes of glass, 

a protective 0.090” laminated interlayer to provide exceptional 

protection against wind and other violent weather. This system 

also incorporates a solar Low-E coating—which provides 

protection against the sun’s damaging UV rays—and argon gas 

fill. This combination makes Platinum Protection Series window 

highly energy efficient so your cooling and heating systems will 

run less and you’ll save on your home energy bills!

We sell windows manufactured by Soft-Lite, four-time 
ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year award winner and 2016 
& 2017 ENERGY STAR Sustained Excellence award winner.

Intercept

Laminated 
Interlayer

Low-E

Argon

6

2

1

3

5

3

4

window and any voids in your wall.

Picture Window Frame Pocket Sill Design

1. Comfort Foam: R-5 expanding polyurethane foam insulates sash and 

frame extrusions, improving overall thermal efficiency.

2. Ultra-Smart triple-fin weather stripping: Located on all sashes and 

at the interlocking meeting rail, Ultra-Smart features Ultrafab Tri-Fin 

Gold Series gaskets with built-in Ultra-Fresh antimicrobial protection 

to minimize drafts, dust and pollen.

3. Aluminum reinforcemennt: This special structural reinforcement offers 

maximum strength, energy efficiency and durability.

4. Double-walled sill: Features 1-3/8” deep pocket and ensures uniform 

strength. 

5. Dual-wall, cove moulded exterior glaze bead: This design is exceptionally 

strong; with moat in sash.

6. Weep holes: Located in the sill, these weep holes provide efficient 

drainage of water.
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Picture windows come in all shapes 
and sizes. They are fixed windows 
rather than made to be opened  

1918 Corporate Drive 
Boynton Beach, FL 33426 

561.732.0300 
info@paradiseexteriors.com 

Color Options Grid Options
A completely color-matched house is now a reality! White vinyl inside and out. 
Exteriors in any color you desire. Paradise Platinum Protection windows offer you 
practically limitless options to complement or contrast your new windows to your 
home. There’s no doubt you can find a color combination that makes your home 
look stunningly beautiful and unique!

Vinyl Colors
I N T E R I O R / E X T E R I O R

SOFT-WHITE

Sure-Coat
STA N DA R D  E X T E R I O R  PVC  B O N D  C O LO R S

BRONZE 21

Internal grids will give your Paradise Platinum Protection Series 
Windows the look and feel of true divided-lite windows—without the 
hassles! Because they’re between the glass panes, these grids allow 
for easy cleaning. Our exquisitely beautiful grids are available in both 
a contoured or flat design and with several distinctive patterns.

Contoured Grids Flat Grids

Double Life of Ownership Warranty

Our Double Life of Ownership Warranty is designed 

to protect your investment and our reputation. It 

guarantees that our windows will not rot, rust, warp, 

pit, corrode or blister, and that our vinyl colors will 

remain true for the life of your home. Our Double Life 

of Ownership Warranty is non-pro-rated and is fully 

transferable. We also warrant all moving parts and the 

hermetically insulated seal against defects in materials 

or workmanship. Finally, we offer the ultimate in 

protection with a lifetime glass breakage rider for 

extra peace of mind. Ask your sales representative 

for a copy of the warranty to review specific terms  

and conditions.

Printed images of colors may differ slightly from actual colors. 



Soft-Lite:   
Recognized as the Best



soft-lite windows: a star within  
its industry—and with  

thousands 
of satisfied customers!

Soft-Lite windows and doors are specifically 
designed for comfort, thermal efficiency, 
security and durability—which is why they are 
recognized as some of the best in the industry!

Soft-Lite has embarked on a Journey 

to World Class—a total dedication to 

developing superior products, reliable 

service, a strong customer focus and 

a commitment to its employees. This 

mission is apparent in every facet of 

Soft-Lite’s business—and has resulted in 

numerous achievements and recognition 

for the company, as well as a plethora 

of satisfied homeowners. But don’t take 

our word for it—see for yourself what 

homeowners have to say about Soft-Lite 

Windows and Doors.

“Keep up the great work! The neighbors love our new doors and windows!” 
—Coveda & Michael Stewart

“The windows are quality. I had someone come and check out the windows, 
and they were very impressed with the insulation. They were insulated on 
the vinyl trim as well as the glass. I expected the glass because it’s triple 
paned, which is the highest quality, and I was pleasantly surprised that the 
trim was so well insulated.”—Bob Strike 

“I was most satisfied with how they stand by their product. They are very 
professional, courteous, and the product is very good.” 
—Arline & Michael Jervis

“I was surprised, especially with how nice the outside turned out. I guess 
I was really pleased with the inside, but I did not expect as much on the 
outside. I think it looked better than when the house was brand new!” 
—Jackie & Roland Hirsch

“A lot of the neighbors were impressed with the work and how clean they 
were. I have been getting many compliments on the appearance of the 
windows.”—Roy & Takayo Berens

“Thank You very much for an excellent job. We love the way the windows 
look.”—Jane Hatch



energy star® partner 
of the year

energy star® partner of 
the year—The EPA named Soft-Lite  
a National ENERGY STAR Partner of the 
Year award winner in 2014, a special 
distinction earned for Soft-Lite’s dedication 
to energy efficiency and the ENERGY 
STAR program.

energy star®—Soft-Lite consistently 
makes the ENERGY STAR progam 
a priority by developing efficient new 
products and innovative methods for 
educating people about ENERGY STAR 
labeled windows.

energy star® most efficient 
products—Windows from Soft-Lite’s 
Barrington, Bainbridge, Pro, Classic, 
Imperial LS and Elements product lines 
met the stringent criteria and were named 
ENERGY STAR Most Efficient Products. 

national crime prevention 
council—NCPC selected Soft-Lite as 
its exclusive window manufacturing partner 
to help educate homeowners about window 
and door security.

top 100 manufacturers 
list—Window & Door magazine 
has named Soft-Lite to its Top 100 
Manufacturers List every year since 1996.

“best product literature”—
Soft-Lite’s family of literature, including 
brochures, coordinating smaller trifolds, sell 
cards and sell sheets, received Window 
& Door Magazine’s Crystal Achievement 
Award in 2009.

“most innovative window”—
Window & Door Magazine awarded Soft-
Lite’s Armor Max Plus™ hurricane windows 
the 2007 Crystal Achievement Award for 
Most Innovative Window.

“best industry web site”—
Soft-Lite’s web site was honored with 
a Window & Door Crystal Achievement 
Award for Best Industry Web Site in 2007. 

“most innovative marketing 
program”— In 1999, Soft-LIte’s 
ENERGY STAR Focused Program earned 
the Crystal Achievement Award for Most 
Innovative Marketing Program.

“most innovative door”—Soft-
Lite’s sliding patio door was honored with 
the 2003 Crystal Achievement Award in 
the Most Innovative Door category.

“most innovative plant”—Soft-
Lite’s manufacturing facility received an 
Honorable Mention for Window & Door 
Magazine’s Most Innovative Plant Crystal 
Achievement Award in 2002.

ncpc

better business 
bureau

efficient windows 
collaborative

international hurricane 
protection association

guildquality

improveit! 360

awards, recognition and achievements



hvhc certification—Soft-Lite Armor 
Max Plus hurricane windows have achieved 
HVHZ certification, which means they 
are tested and approved for high-velocity 
hurricane zones.  

designing spaces—Soft-Lite’s 
manufacturing plant and windows were 
featured in a story on Designing Spaces, a 
Lifetime Network home show, in 2012. 

champions of industry—Soft-Lite 
windows were recognized by Pat Summerall’s 
Champions of Industry, on the Discovery 
Channel, as one of the nation’s best 
manufacturers. 

ohio partnership for 
excellence—Soft-Lite achieved the 
status of a certified OPE manufacturer.



american architectural 
manufacturers association

national fenestration 
rating council

american society of  
testing and materials

national association of  
the remodeling industry

insulating glass 
certification council

the vinyl institute



Soft-Lite’s award-winning manufacturing 
facility encompasses the newest technology 
for manufacturing premium vinyl windows.

• Integrated computer systems

• Four-point fusion welders

• New robotic corner cleaners

• In-house AAMA testing lab

• Best-made insulating glass

• 139-point inspection for quality control

• Power Bids order entry software

• Automated delivery systems

state-of-the-art 
manufacturing

journey to world class
Founded in 1934, Soft-Lite operates an award-winning 200,000 square-

foot manufacturing facility for high-quality vinyl replacement windows. Our 

focus is on premium vinyl windows and doors that offer unique features that 

will satisfy the needs of today’s quality-conscious consumers. This means 

offering more than just a traditional window—it means producing a product 

that will surpass the alternatives offered by our competitors. The key to 

our strategy—and our success—is our ability to continually innovate, to 

create new products and services, and to offer unique benefits to meet our 

customers’ needs. This distinctive mission and vision for our company is the 

reason you can be assured you’ve chosen the best for your home when you 

select Soft-Lite windows and doors.
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